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Connecticut Code of Evidence Rowman &
Littlefield
Sydney Taylor Book Award Notable book in the
Young Adult category From the New York
Times bestselling authors of I'm Not Dying with
You Tonight comes a story about friendship,
privilege, sports, and protest. With a rocky start
to senior year, cheerleaders and lifelong best
friends Eleanor and Chanel have a lot on their
minds. Eleanor is still in physical therapy months
after a serious concussion from a failed cheer
stunt. Chanel starts making questionable
decisions to deal with the mounting pressure of
college applications. But they have each other's
backs—just as always, until Eleanor's new
relationship with star quarterback Three starts a
rift between them. Then, the cheer squad decides
to take a knee at the season's first football game,
and what seemed like a positive show of
solidarity suddenly shines a national spotlight on
the team—and becomes the reason for a larger
fallout between the girls. As Eleanor and Chanel
grapple with the weight of the consequences as
well as their own problems, can the girls rely on
the friendship they've always shared? Praise for
I'm Not Dying with You Tonight: A Barnes &
Noble Book Club Pick "Compelling and
powerful"—Angie Thomas, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Hate U Give "A vital
addition to the YA race relations canon."—Nic
Stone, New York Times bestselling author of
Dear Martin "Important reading for both
teenagers and adults."—Hello Giggles "Not to be
missed."—Paste Magazine
A Dime to Dance by Open Book
Publishers
Down on his luck after a string of
lost cases and a recent divorce,
personal injury lawyer Matt Taylor
hopes his next trial will be an
easy win. But when he meets a
devastatingly injured young man
desperate for help, Matt finds
himself embroiled in an impossible
lawsuit against Salvatore Conte, a
powerful lawyer with sinister
connections. Despite all warnings,
Matt courageously pulls out all
the stops to uncover the truth and

right a horrific legal wrong. What
follows is an epic multi-million-
dollar battle of wills, intrigue,
and outright violence that could
cost Matt everything he cares
about—his career, his family, his
heart….and his life. “This is more
than a good read; it is a
masterpiece of courtroom drama,
life of a trial lawyer, intrigue,
intricate relationships, love, and
one man’s perseverance for
justice. Bostwick nailed it!”
—William Whitehurst, Past
President of The International
Academy of Trial Lawyers, The
Texas Trial Lawyers and the Texas
Bar Association

The Silence Simon and Schuster
Why did Billy Blake die of starvation in
one of the wealthiest parts of London? A
gripping tale of intrigue and obsession.

Undoing Privilege Pen and Sword History
Perfect for fans of Jodi Picoult, Carla
Buckley’s Invisible is a stunning novel of
redemption, regret, and the complex ties of
familial love. Growing up, Dana Carlson and
her older sister, Julie, are inseparable—Dana the
impulsive one, Julie calmer and more
nurturing. But then a devastating secret
compels Dana to flee from home, not to see or
speak to her sister for sixteen years. When she
receives the news that Julie is seriously ill,
Dana knows that she must return to their
hometown of Black Bear, Minnesota, to try
and save her sister. Yet she arrives too late,
only to discover that Black Bear has changed,
and so have the people in it. Julie has left
behind a shattered teenage daughter, Peyton,
and a mystery—what killed Julie may be killing
others, too. Why is no one talking about it?
Dana struggles to uncover the truth, but no one
wants to hear it, including Peyton, who can’t
forgive her aunt’s years-long absence. Dana
had left to protect her own secrets, but Black
Bear has a secret of its own—one that could tear
apart Dana’s life, her family, and the whole
town. “Beautifully written and unsettling . . .
leaves you with a lingering sense of dread long
after you close the last page.”—Chevy Stevens
Look for special features inside. Join the Circle
for author chats and more.
Acts of Omission Penguin
Liz Daniels should be happy about setting off
on a rare family vacation. Instead, she feels
uneasy about taking her kids away from home
to see their grandparents. Her husband, Paul,
hasn’t spoken to his parents—or about
them—in years, and it’s a long drive to the

remote farmhouse. After a day on the road, Liz
decides it’s time to check in to a hotel for the
night. After all, everything always looks better
in the morning. But when the sun comes up,
she finds her worst fears realized and her
entire existence upended: Paul is suddenly a
stranger to her, and Liz must now fight to save
her family. Her panic mounts as she races to
unravel a web of lies, following a thread that
leads deep into the woods and journeying from
a safe, ordinary life to a disturbing, hidden
world born from dreams and haunted by
nightmares. Praise for Jenny Milchman and
Ruin Falls “[Jenny] Milchman has a gift that
allows her to delve deep into the mind and
psyche of her characters, and fans of dark
plots like the works of Gillian Flynn will find
another author to savor.”—RT Book Reviews
“Essential for psychological thriller fanatics . . .
Extreme, heart-pounding action follows this
determined mother as she risks everything to
save her children.”—Library Journal “[Jenny
Milchman] carves out a new niche with this
unusual mix of ecothriller and family suspense
drama.”—Booklist (starred review) “Milchman
weaves a complex and intriguing tale, adeptly
pacing the narrative as danger escalates. . . .
Most impressive, though, is Liz’s
transformation from a meek wife . . . to a
strong, capable woman determined to rescue
her children at any cost to herself.”—Publishers
Weekly “Absorbing from start to finish: Jenny
Milchman writes a deeply felt and suspenseful
story of a woman whose life is upended by a
death and a dark secret.”—Nancy Pickard,
bestselling author of The Scent of Rain and
Lightning “Milchman can evoke the shadows
and fears of a rural community like no one
else.”—DuJour
Why We Fly Sourcebooks, Inc.
In the newest in the USA Today
bestselling series, Jessica Fletcher visits
New York City during Fashion Week, only
to discover that someone has rather fatal
designs... KILLER COUTURE Jessica is in
Manhattan to attend the debut of new
designer Xandr Ebon—formerly Sandy
Black of Cabot Cove. He’s introducing his
evening wear collection to the public
and—more important—to the industry’s
powers that be: the stylists, magazine
editors, buyers, and wealthy clientele who
can make or break him. At the show, the
glitz and glamour are dazzling until a
young new model shockingly collapses
and dies. Natural causes? Perhaps. But
when another model is found dead, a
famous cover girl and darling of the
paparazzi, the fashion world gets nervous.
Two models. Two deaths. Their only
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connection? Xandr Ebon. Jessica’s crime-
solving instincts are put to the test as she
sorts through the egos, the conflicts of
interest, the spiteful accusations, and the
secrets, all while keeping an amorous
detective at arm’s length. But she’ll have
to dig deep to uncover a killer. A
designer’s career is on the line. And
another model could perish in a New York
minute.
Run, Brother, Run Penguin
"All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of
war is clay in the hands of ace storyteller
Lynch." -- Kirkus Reviews for the World War II
series Discover the secret missions behind
America's greatest conflicts.Danny Manion
has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes
with his fists. Sometimes with his words. But
when his actions finally land him in real
trouble, he can't fight the judge who offers him
a choice: jail... or the army.Turns out there's a
perfect place for him in the US military: the
Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an
elite volunteer-only task force comprised of
US Air Force Commandos, Army Green
Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent
or two. With the SOG's focus on covert action
and psychological warfare, Danny is
guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very
same qualities that got him in trouble at home
make him a natural-born commando in a
secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's
there.National Book Award finalist Chris
Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series
based on the real-life, top-secret history of US
black ops.
Privilege and Property
ReadHowYouWant.com
National Bestseller Now a major motion
picture starring Tom Holland and directed by
the Russo Brothers. A young medic returns
from deployment in Iraq to two things: the
woman he loves, and the opioid crisis
sweeping across the Midwest. In this “miracle
of literary serendipity” (The Washington Post),
after finding himself deep in the thrall of heroin
addiction, the soldier arrives at what seems
like the only logical solution: robbing banks.
Written by a singularly talented, wildly
imaginative debut novelist, Cherry is a
bracingly funny and unexpectedly tender work
of fiction straight from the dark heart of
America. A PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD
FINALIST A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE
BOOK ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR: THE NEW YORKER •
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY • VULTURE •
VOGUE • LIT HUB
The Hot Kid W. W. Norton & Company
Sassy, dramatic, hot-headed are just
some of the words used to describe me
since the time I was born. A few little
mishaps growing up and my mom has
a running 'Emerson Baker' prayer
circle, and I have the reputation of a
spit-fire that won't go away. I prefer the
terms loyal, passionate, fiery, and
possibly a bit impulsive. So when my
best friend proposes the concept of

starting our own business, I jump on the
idea. CHEATERS BEWARE! That
should be our motto... because your
secrets can't stay hidden for long with
Trixsters Anonymous on the case. We
are the moonlighting duo hell-bent on
helping those who suspect their lovers
are cheating. We're professional,
careful, and completely
anonymous...What could possibly go
wrong? Walker Scott... that's what goes
wrong. I never stood a chance against
the gorgeous, hazel-eyed, fiercely
determined man who storms into my life
and completely blindsides me. He's the
proof that opposites attract-and when
they do, the chemistry is explosive. Did
I mention he's also a detective? A very,
very, talented detective? Pretty soon
being a Trixster is a lot more
complicated.
Search Party Yearling
From the New York Times bestselling
author of A Legacy of Spies. "A novel that
beckons us beyond any and all
expectations."—Jonathan Yardley, The
Washington Post A counter-terrorist
operation, code-named Wildlife, is being
mounted on the British crown colony of
Gibraltar. Its purpose: to capture and
abduct a high-value jihadist arms buyer.
Its authors: an ambitious Foreign Office
Minister, a private defense contractor who
is also his bosom friend, and a shady
American CIA operative of the evangelical
far-right. So delicate is the operation that
even the Minister’s personal private
secretary, Toby Bell, is not cleared for it.
Three years later, a disgraced Special
Forces Soldier delivers a message from
the dead. Was Operation Wildlife the
success it was cracked up to be—or a
human tragedy that was ruthlessly
covered up? Summoned by Sir
Christopher “Kit” Probyn, retired British
diplomat, to his decaying Cornish manor
house, and closely observed by Kit’s
daughter, Emily, Toby must choose
between his conscience and duty to his
Service. If the only thing necessary for the
triumph of evil is that good men do
nothing, how can he keep silent?
Gangster Bantam
The Great Gatsby meets The
Godfather in this #1 New York Times
bestselling story of friendship and
seduction, love and betrayal. "[Demille
is] a true master." - Dan Brown, #1
bestselling author of The Da Vinci
Code Welcome to the fabled Gold
Coast, that stretch on the North Shore
of Long Island that once held the
greatest concentration of wealth and
power in America. Here two men are

destined for an explosive collision: John
Sutter, Wall Street lawyer, holding fast
to a fading aristocratic legacy; and
Frank Bellarosa, the Mafia don who
seizes his piece of the staid and
unprepared Gold Coast like a latter-day
barbarian chief and draws Sutter and
his regally beautiful wife, Susan, into his
violent world. Told from Sutter's
sardonic and often hilarious point of
view, The Gold Coast is Nelson
DeMille's captivating story laced with
sexual passion and suspense.
Forest Born A&C Black
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• In this brilliant biography, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author Jon Meacham
chronicles the life of George Herbert
Walker Bush. NAMED ONE OF THE
TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
THE WASHINGTON POST AND ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
BY The New York Times Book Review
• Time • NPR • St. Louis Post-
Dispatch Drawing on President Bush’s
personal diaries, on the diaries of his
wife, Barbara, and on extraordinary
access to the forty-first president and
his family, Meacham paints an intimate
and surprising portrait of an intensely
private man who led the nation through
tumultuous times. From the Oval Office
to Camp David, from his study in the
private quarters of the White House to
Air Force One, from the fall of the
Berlin Wall to the first Gulf War to the
end of Communism, Destiny and
Power charts the thoughts, decisions,
and emotions of a modern president
who may have been the last of his kind.
This is the human story of a man who
was, like the nation he led, at once
noble and flawed. His was one of the
great American lives. Born into a
loving, privileged, and competitive
family, Bush joined the navy on his
eighteenth birthday and at age twenty
was shot down on a combat mission
over the Pacific. He married young,
started a family, and resisted pressure
to go to Wall Street, striking out for the
adventurous world of Texas oil. Over
the course of three decades, Bush
would rise from the chairmanship of his
county Republican Party to serve as
congressman, ambassador to the
United Nations, head of the Republican
National Committee, envoy to China,
director of Central Intelligence, vice
president under Ronald Reagan, and,
finally, president of the United States.
In retirement he became the first
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president since John Adams to see his
son win the ultimate prize in American
politics. With access not only to the
Bush diaries but, through extensive
interviews, to the former president
himself, Meacham presents Bush’s
candid assessments of many of the
critical figures of the age, ranging from
Richard Nixon to Nancy Reagan; Mao
to Mikhail Gorbachev; Dick Cheney to
Donald Rumsfeld; Henry Kissinger to
Bill Clinton. Here is high politics as it
really is but as we rarely see it. From
the Pacific to the presidency, Destiny
and Power charts the vicissitudes of the
life of this quietly compelling American
original. Meacham sheds new light on
the rise of the right wing in the
Republican Party, a shift that signaled
the beginning of the end of the center in
American politics. Destiny and Power is
an affecting portrait of a man who,
driven by destiny and by duty, forever
sought, ultimately, to put the country
first. Praise for Destiny and Power
“Should be required reading—if not for
every presidential candidate, then for
every president-elect.”—The
Washington Post “Reflects the qualities
of both subject and biographer:
judicious, balanced, deliberative, with a
deep appreciation of history and the
personalities who shape it.”—The New
York Times Book Review “A fascinating
biography of the forty-first
president.”—The Dallas Morning News
Man of the Year Gallery Books
This groundbreaking classic is now
available in a special anniversary
edition with bonus content. Winner of
the Newbery Medal as well as the
National Book Award, HOLES is a New
York Times bestseller and one of the
strongest-selling middle-grade books to
ever hit shelves! Stanley Yelnats is
under a curse. A curse that began with
his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-
great-great-grandfather and has since
followed generations of Yelnatses. Now
Stanley has been unjustly sent to a
boys' detention center, Camp Green
Lake, where the boys build character
by spending all day, every day digging
holes exactly five feet wide and five
feet deep. There is no lake at Camp
Green Lake. But there are an awful lot
of holes. It doesn't take long for Stanley
to realize there's more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green
Lake. The boys are digging holes
because the warden is looking for
something. But what could be buried

under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to
dig up the truth in this inventive and
darkly humorous tale of crime and
punishment —and redemption. Special
anniversary edition bonus content
includes: A New Note From the Author!;
"Ten Things You May Not Know About
HOLES" by Louis Sachar; and more!
The Devil's Tickets Ballantine Books
In a rapidly changing world with myriad
conflicting voices, the library's role as a
place of safety and inclusion and as a
repository of knowledge cannot be
overstated. Librarians must serve as
community leaders with a mission to
educate and inform, ready to model the
principles they support. The question
for many is: how? Experienced
librarians offer ideas and guidance in
seeking new creative paths, working to
support change in library organizations
and reexamining principles that may be
taken for granted. Theoretical
foundations are discussed, along with
practical ideas such as the creation a
book groups for the intellectually
disabled and partnership with social
workers or advocates for employees
with disabilities.
Trixsters Anonymous Allen & Unwin
Pitted against a powerful family when
he reopens the scandalous case of a
young woman's unsolved murder,
George Becket is forced to confront a
haunting mistake from his own past
while outmaneuvering wealth-driven
corruption.
The Gold Coast McFarland
WINNER OF THE CRIME WRITERS'
ASSOCIATION DEBUT DAGGER WINNER
OF THE 2018 INDIE DEBUT FICTION
AWARD SHORTLISTED FOR LITERARY
FICTION BOOK OF THE YEAR, ABIA
AWARDS 2018 SHORTLISTED FOR THE
MATT RICHELL AWARD FOR NEW WRITER
OF THE YEAR, ABIA AWARDS 2018
SHORTLISTED FOR THE NED KELLY
AWARD FOR BEST FIRST FICTION 2018
Growing up in a small country town, Ben and
Fab spend their days playing cricket, wanting
a pair of Nike Air Maxes and not talking about
how Fab's dad hits him, or how the sudden
death of Ben's next-door neighbour unsettled
him. Almost teenagers, they already know
some things are better left unsaid. Then a
newcomer arrived. Fab reckoned he was a
secret agent and he and Ben staked him out.
He looked strong. Maybe even stronger than
Fab's dad. Neither realised the shadow this
man would cast over both their lives. Twenty
years later, Fab is going nowhere but hoping
for somewhere better. Then a body is found in
the river, and Fab can't ignore the past any
more. 'This book is SO good. Published to
huge acclaim in Australia (as Wimmera), Into
the River is dark, unsettling and makes for

compulsive reading. UK readers, you have a
treat coming' Hannah Richell 'Brimming with
tension and menace, Brandi’s Into the River is
an unforgettable story extremely well told. It
had my heart racing and breaking in equal
measure' Sarah Bailey 'A bold new voice in
fiction' Louise Jensen 'Mark Brandi writes with
elegant brevity – a rare writer who knows the
power of words left unwritten' Chris Hammer
Midnight Hour Ballantine Books
Veteran journalist Mitgang has written a
flavorful account of New York City politics
during the 1920s Jazz Age centering
around the intersecting careers of the
city's popular mayor, Jimmy Walker, and
the state's patrician governor, Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
Modernity At Large Harper Collins
A 2022 ANTHONY AWARD NOMINEE for
Best Anthology From a simple robbery gone
horribly wrong to a grisly murder in a secret
love dungeon, this stellar collection of crime
fiction short stories showcases some of
today's finest voices of color. Edited by Wall
Street Journal bestselling author Abby L.
Vandiver, this thrilling anthology will keep you
on the edge of your seat. Welcome to
Midnight Hour... Jennifer Chow: "Midnight
Escapade" After years of silence, two women
decide to meet up in a unique escape room
but get trapped in a deadly game from which
there may be no escape. Tracy Clark: "Lucky
Thirteen" A gun. A last meal. And only one
survivor. Sometimes the stars align--but only
for the lucky one--as predator and prey come
face-to-face one fateful New Year's Eve. H. C.
Chan: "Murderers' Feast" Techpreneur John
Manley left a trail of duped investors and
damaged women in his wake. What happens
when two hundred of his closest enemies
gather for a five-day gourmet retreat?
Christopher Chambers: "In the Matter of
Mabel and Bobby Jefferson" It's almost
midnight, it's snowing, and a bored call center
worker catches a customer inquiry that smells
of murder. Is he a knight rescuing the
intended victim or someone else's pawn?
Plus, stories by Richie Narvaez, Frankie
Bailey, E. A. Aymar, Faye Snowden, Tina
Kashian, and many more.
Holes Scholastic Inc.
Describes the author's fifteen-year
relationship with eccentric New Yorker
Clark Rockefeller, his discovery that
Rockefeller was a serial imposter and
murderer, and how his old friend's murder
trial made him face hard truths about
himself.
Murder, She Wrote: Design For Murder
Legend Press Ltd
Longlisted for the New Blood Dagger
Award 2021 'A darkly gripping and
addictive read. I tore through it in a few
days’ ESTHER FREUD 'Deeply
engrossing ... an exquisite literary thriller’
PHILIPPA EAST ‘Emotionally wrenching’
WALL STREET JOURNAL ‘Impossible to
put down’ TREVOR WOOD
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